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The principal effort during this contract period has been to complete

the research on the relationship between ion impacts and observable imper-1-I
-

fection clusters in gold crystal foils.  A brief report is to be published

in the paper "Irradiation Cascade Thre shold Energy   in   Gold,"      D.E.   Weber

and R. L. Hines, Proceedings Twenty-eighth Annual Meeting Electron Micro-

Scope' Society of America, Claitor' s Publishing Division, Baton Rouge   ( 1970).

The complete results are contained in the Ph.D. thesis of D. E. Weber,

"Electron Microscope Study of Heavy Ion Irradiation Damage  in  Thin  Gold  Film,"

Northwestern University (1970).  Dr. Weber is currently employed as Assistant

Professor of Physics at Drury College, Springfield, Missouri, and is start-

ing research with the electron microscope at Drury College.

The central feature of this investigation of imperfection clusters

produced by ion impacts in gold crystals is that the dark field images of-.

bombarded crystals were observed with the crystals tilted. Under this "weak
....-

beam"   condition, the imperfections   have   very high contrast and sharp local-

-----131- .
ized images.  The bombarding ions employed here are Xe ions so damage

..=------r---I- --, . ... . .

clusters are expected to be similar to those produced by energetic gold atoms.

-_-    . At the lowest ion energies employed (2-10 kev) the imperfections show
-

no structure.  However, at ion energies above about 15 kev, structure is
-#- I

observed within some of the clusters.  This shows up as occasional pairs or
-I----*- .--i--i-'*.

triplets of closely spaced sub clusters.  As the ion energy is increased the
--- --Ii--i---

number and spacing of the sub clusters increases.  The presence of sub clusters

is verified by plotting the nearest neighbor distribution.  A random distrib-

ution would give a straight line, but the experimental distribution has

significantly more nearest neighbors than expected at small separations.

The sub clusters are interpreted to indicate the presence of several closely
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spaced defects due to the impact of a single ion.

If the subclusters are grouped together, it is possible to investigate

the size of the clusters produced by ion bombardment.  The cluster size
e.-

distribution was measured for a number of energies and was found to containE-I'll,...0....-I -

primarily   clusters with diameters between  10  and  60  R. The average cluster
-..,p... I-'.... .-4-'.--™-=.

diameter was found to show the energy dependence predicted by Sigmund

although the absolute value of the average cluster diameter was lower than

the theoretical prediction.

Measurements on the ratio of visible imperfections per ion impact

were carried out with.the ions incident at an angle of 10' from the foil
--- .-. -.   7

normal in the 110 plane. In this direction there is relatively little
-rX--1.-1 - -- 7

channeling and the ratio of imperfections to ion impacts is not sensitive to
-

the small variations in film orientation that are present due to wrinkles
-

in the target foil.  The use of weak beam images to examine the imperfection
----*I.-  -V9 .==«---*..0--0

clusters greatly enhances the contrast and permits very small clusters to be--Ii-----

definitely identified.  The ratio of clusters to ion impacts is too low to be

+
detected for a Xe energy of 1 kev.  Above 2 kev the ratio increases smoothly-.'--2-.-- =--'---

and reaches a limiting value of unity near 20 kev. The midpoint or "threshold"
-.

of the curve is 9.6 kev which is considerably lower than values reported
*-*

by other investigators.  The low threshold reported here is due to the high

.   -contrast.of the defects under . the  weak beam viewing conditions . -         --:-:---.--:- -  ----.1- --7--..  1 ---.

Theoretical calculations of the weak beam contrast were carried out
-.--

using standard many beam theory.  Four beams were used in the calculation

and the imperfection was taken to be a prismatic dislocation loop on a 111
...=73,-==--/.-I.I-_S_,3".5... ,=.1--e._ r----  - .

plane.  The image contrast was calculated for three different crystal thick-
.-*

ness, two sizes of dislocation loops, and two values of the depth of the loop

below the surface. The theoretical images give approximately the same·mag-.    - --*·--
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nitude of image contrast as is observed experimentally.  However, it should

be remembered that the imperfections are assumed to be prismatic loops on

111 planes and it is possible that other types of imperfections could

produce the same contrast.

The results of the measurements of relative energy losses of channeled

+
D  ions in gold have been written up in the paper "Relative Energy Losses

+
of  Channeled  D    Ions  in Gold" which  has been submitted to Physics Letters.

These measurements were undertaken to examine the energy losses in the

energy region where the ion velocity equals the velocity of electrons at

the Fermi surface.  No large departures from the expected energy loss were

observed.  However, additional experimental and theoretical investigations

would be needed to determine if there is a small departure from the expected

energy loss at the Fermi velocity.
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